The “Pioneers”

Let’s take a short break from the technical complexities of photo
and video composition!
Today there are lots of opportunities to view pictures and videos
of village displays – YouTube, Facebook, Pinterest, and websites
like The Village Collector. With well-directed searching skills, you
can find a large number of crafting and decorating websites that
feature village displays, too. But, for us this is a fairly recent
phenomenon.
It may seem like YouTube has been around for a long time, but it
began in early 2005. Founded by three young former employees
of PayPal, its initial growth was extraordinary. Google had a failed
video uploading service and purchased YouTube in late 2006 for
$1.65 billion in stock. It is estimated that in 2007, YouTube
consumed as much bandwidth as the entire Internet did in 2000.
Facebook began in 2004 at Harvard University and started more
slowly. By 2010 Facebook had 500 million users worldwide. The
movie The Social Network in 2010 detailed a semi-fictional story
of Facebook’s early history.
Pinterest began in 2010, and was opened to public membership in
2012. Pinterest is full of pictures “pinned” by members and can
also handle “pinned” video files and internet links to YouTube
videos and webpages. My wife Laura is a regular on Pinterest,
scanning for ideas and adding to topic “boards.” I’ve yet to join

Pinterest because a large part of my diet consists of her newly
found Pinterest recipes. Most are excellent dishes but it only
takes one. My fear is that my obituary may say, “Death by
Pinterest.” (Just kidding!)
I’m a habitual list maker and data recorder. My father was an
accountant and my mother was a packrat, so I’m genetically
predisposed.
Remember that I told you YouTube was searchable? You can find
a video or author’s channel as long as that video remains on
YouTube – not deleted by its owner.

I had already collected a personal list some of my oldest favorite
Christmas village videos, but I recently searched by year for the
oldest videos. For example, in the YouTube search bar I typed

“2007 Christmas Village” to see what videos were actually
uploaded in 2007.

I offer to you the following list of what I call the “pioneers” of
village videos, some of the earliest videos that contain
watchable cinematic elements. If you watch some of these
you will see that camera quality has drastically improved in the
last 10 to 15 years, mostly because of the improvement of
smartphone camera technology.
The oldest video I found that was interesting was by a person
whose YouTube handle is DeBecque. He/she never posted
another village video, but if you scroll through and read the
Comments you find that the author was a theatrical scenic and
lighting designer, and had robust (for the time) video editing
software. This video has had over 25,000 views. Length 9:13.

Dickens’ Village 2006
DeBecque
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02yFq9zum7g
The year 2007 was a bust, but this next video from 2008 has
several interesting features. The village display uses the It’s A
Wonderful Life buildings that were sold by Target to recreate the
town of Bedford Falls. It alternates actual movie clips with village
video clips in B/W, and then switches to color a la The Wizard of
Oz. The author goes by the handle oakout, and never posted
another village video. It has over 20,000 views. Length 4:58.
Christmas Village 2008 "It's A Wonderful Life"..Bedford Falls
oakout
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSjY4QOgM3g
The next video is odd because there is no sound, no music
whatsoever. However, the video editing is superb and there is
lots of animation. The author made a village video in 2007 that
had music and good editing, but the video focus or clarity is too
fuzzy to see anything. The author did not respond to any
Comments, so little else is known about the village display or its
author. There were only two village videos uploaded to YouTube
by showcaseimages. This has been viewed almost 70,000 times.
Length 5:00.
2009 CHRISTMAS VILLAGE
showcaseimages
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odlRw4NhaZ0
In my opinion, 2010 was a banner year for Christmas village
videos! That’s only 10 years ago! We enjoyed the introduction of
two of my favorites – pammyj100 and TheBigCrabCake – who
added videos each year thereafter to amaze and entertain us.

Pammyj100 has almost 1,300 subscribers
to her YouTube channel, so I’m not alone
in my admiration of her work. Her videos
improved year after year, and her display
creativity and imagination amaze us. The
village centerpiece is a large Disney
rollercoaster with a Disney monorail
cutting through it. You can see a house on
fire among the predominantly Dept 56
Snow Village town. She is also generous to
a fault to villagers who leave Comments or
ask questions. This first video has been
viewed over 27,000 times. Length 4:49.
My Christmas Village 2010-2011
pammyj100
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLxAp-oEfT0
Pammyj100 followed her 2010 first video with a “how-to” video in
2011 in addition to her annual village video. It has been viewed
over 380,000 times!! How-to videos nearly always draw more
viewership – go figure. Length 8:31.
The making of a Miniature Christmas Village 2011 pammyj100
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LU4UQVQvmw8
Pammyj100’s 2010 and 2011 videos were rudimentary fly-overs
with slow motion zoom-ins to see her details and display
creativity. In her 2012 video she had mastered short video clips
and her matching to music, and her skills for storytelling were
launched.

TheBigCrabCake raised the bar for village
video quality with his first offering, a video
created for his daughter who was off to
college. This video and his subsequent videos
have inspired many villagers to “up their
game” with their displays and YouTube
videos. He has 2,170 YouTube subscribers,
all anxiously awaiting his next video. Also
generous with responding to Comments, he removed his first
video three years ago and replaced it with a high definition
version, which has had over 11,000 views. He probably has over
100,000 views of this 2010 video in total. Subsequent videos
were Epic Christmas Villages II, III, IV and V, the last in 2015, all
worth your time to watch. He’s been promising Epic #VI since
2016 but we haven’t seen anything to date. Length 3:12.
Epic Christmas Village
TheBigCrabCake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHnNNe1auDc
Another slightly overlooked video from 2010 is
from a young man named patsy ferro, who
produced only one village video. It has an
inventive introduction, the first tagging of music
beats with video I’d seen, and my first view of
Lemax Classic Car Set moving vehicles! The
middle section is comprised of the flying-toofast video camera but he shows us some good
videography at the end. This has been viewed over 17,500 times.
Length 4:33.
dept 56 christmas in the city
patsy ferro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4O6FaRlp48&t=132s

I look with anticipation every year for the
annual village video produced by WinterPep
from Quebec. In doing the search of older
videos on YouTube, I didn’t realize that
WinterPep has been entertaining us since his
first video in 2010. What a good year 2010
truly was. If you watch his annual videos,
you can see the growth and improvement
both in village display and video quality. He may not have
inserted the best “tags” for searching when he uploads his videos.
It took until his 2016 video for viewers to find him, and he has
totaled 16,000 views of that year’s video. Length 8:59.
2010 Christmas Village Noel WinterPep
WinterPep
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oAhtaIGjEc
Hardly anyone knows about marvpat74, who uploaded their first
video in 2011. Super high in video quality, display layout, and
lighting, their videos are among my favorites. My guess is that
Helen lays out the village and Marv photographs it and edits the
video. The 2011 video was followed by videos in 2012, 2013 and
2014. In 2015 they uploaded a video of their 2008 display, and
that was the last year. Views are remarkably low, probably due to
no “tags” to help searchers. Length 9:19.
Helen’s Christmas Village 2011
marvpat74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rw28B5i-3aQ&t=137s

Steve F from New Zealand posted his first
village video in 2012, and the video quality
was amazing. He has 1,120 subscribers.
Steve’s music choices are excellent every
year. He always starts out with some howto scenes, culminating in 2019 with a long
video that was mostly how-to in response to
his fans’ requests. His 2013 video was the
first instance I’d seen of green-screening a
live person into a village video. After 2015 he began posting
every two years because of the time required to build and video.
The family wanted to do more traveling. This first video has been
viewed over 20,500 times. Length 7:02.
Steve's Christmas village 2012
Steve F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUEhfE-3oPE&t=191s
In a future column I’ll cover what I know about the use of “Tags”
and their effect on internet searching. There are people who
make a living doing tag consulting to businesses that want more
internet coverage.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. I’ll
do better next time! You can contact me at:
jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com, 419 Washington Avenue, Newport, KY
41071.

